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Refusing to Kiss the SlipperSources and Debates in English HistoryThe European ReformationsSourcebookMartin Luther and the Seven SacramentsVoices of the English ReformationThe RenaissanceA Reformation SourcebookSourcebook of Early Modern European Historiography and ConflictReformationVoices of the Reformation: Contemporary Accounts of Daily LifeThe New Westminster Dictionary of Church History: The early, medieval, and Reformation erasExploring history 1400–1900Voices of the English ReformationRenaissance LiteratureThe Reformation TheologiansGlobal Reformation SourcebookA Reformation ReaderAugsburg During the ReformationEraliterary Research and the British Renaissance and Early Modern PeriodUnderstanding Early Modern Primary SourcesCaton's Counterfeit HealingHistorical Dictionary of the Reformation and Counter-ReformationEurope 1450 to 1789: Gabrieli to LyonThe European ReformationWestern Civilization: A Global and Comparative ApproachEncyclopedia of Martin Luther and the ReformationA Companion to the Reformation in GenevaIslamic Thought Through Protestant EyesReligion and Society in Early Modern EnglandThe Oxford Handbook of Martin Luther's TheologyHistorical Dictionary of the Reformed ChurchesCalvin and the Early ReformationThe First of TheseThe European ReformationDocuments of the ReformationEarly Modern England 1450–1714The Oxford Handbook of Japanese ChristianityThe Oxford Handbook of Japanese ChristianityThe Oxford Handbook of Japanese ChristianityThis extensively revised anthology makes available the most important poetry and prose from the period between the accession of Henry VIII in 1509 and the English Revolution of 1640. Responding to the broadening of the canon in recent years, it balances the work of familiar Renaissance figures with important texts by women, supported by helpful introductions and annotations. A new edition of this popular anthology, which includes many writings from women and lesser-known writers, alongside established Renaissance figures includes works by prominent writers of the period, such as Spencer, Shakespeare, and Donne, alongside important texts by women, including Queen Elizabeth I, Lady Mary Wroth, and Elizabeth Cary. Brings together a variety of key works of the period, along with introductions and annotations to the texts, reflecting developments in critical and cultural theory and the latest Renaissance scholarship Extensively revised, corrected, and expanded, to increase the detailed table of contents and, to make the volume more user-friendly. Now includes a thematic table of contents and timeline, and a substantially expanded introduction to enable students to consider entries more easily in the social, cultural, and historical context of the period. Outline version of the 6-volume work, published: New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2004. The Reformation was the seismic event in European history over the past 1000 years, and one which tore the medieval world apart. Not just European religion, but thought, culture, society, state systems, personal relations - everything - was turned upside down. Just about everything which followed in European history can be traced back in some way to the Reformation. Carter Lindberg's History of the Reformation, which it provoked. The Reformation is where the modern world painfully and dramatically began, and the Western Church's great history of if is recognized as the best modern account. The Christian church worldwide has been taken primarily by Satan's counterfeit healing. This thesis is the first to apply the entire concept of the cabal of paraorthodox healing ministries, and esoteric historical reconstructions. Satan's Counterfeit Healing presents and evaluates Satan's supernatural healing from the Paleolithic period (ca. 45000 BCE) to the contemporary church. The guiding thesis is that Satan and his demonic surrogates perform many miracles which are evident as psi paranormal phenomena. These manifestations include physical and exorcistic supernatural healings. Paleolithic and Neolithic periods produced GreatMother goddess worship and healing, which have persisted into modern times. These idolatries, combined with OT nature gods, were a backdrop to Jesus' true miracles. For two thousand years of church history there has been a tug-of-war between true and false healing. Mother goddess as Matriarchical shrine healing joined with natural and demonic magic, and esoteric energy psi. Alongside these the Holy Spirit has raised up genuine healers and their ministers. Modern healing is marked by energy counterfeits and false healing, the latter especially accompanied by trance, false prophecy, and psi transformations. True divine healing can be recovered when Christians repudiate nature gods, reject false prophecy, and restore proper eschatology. The Encyclopedia of Martin Luther and the Reformation is a comprehensive study of the life and work of Martin Luther and the movements that followed him—in history and through today. Entries explore Luther’s contributions to theology, sacraments, his influence on the church and contemporaries, his character, and more. An engaging and accurate introduction to the Protestant Reformation, told in the words of those who led it, opposed it, and lived it. * Offers readers an understanding of the origins and development of the Protestant Reformation, and the main beliefs and positions of both Catholics and Protestants and of the different branches of Protestantism, e.g., Lutheranism, Calvinism, and Anabaptism * Includes more than 60 defining primary document selections * Features a detailed chronology and a useful general bibliography as well as bibliographies specific to individual documents for directed study * Presents a detailed general Introduction that puts the Reformation as a movement into context * Introductions specific to each document selection that contextualize individual selections within the scope of the work * Historical Dictionary of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation provides a comprehensive account of two chains of events: the Protestant Reformation and the Catholic Counter-Reformation that have left an enduring imprint on Europe, America, and the world at large. This is done through a chronology, a introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 300 cross-referenced dictionary entries on persons, places, countries, institutions, doctrines, ideas, and events. A fully revised and updated version of this authoritative account of the birth of the Protestant traditions in sixteenth-century Europe, providing a clear and comprehensive narrative of these complex and many-stranded events. Featuring the one author, one voice approach, this text is ideal for instructors who do not wish to neglect the importance of non-Western perspectives on the study of the past. The book is a brief, affordable presentation providing a coherent examination of the past from ancient times to the present. Religion, everyday life, and transforming moments are the three themes employed to help make the past interesting, intelligible, and relevant for students in the Reformation era. Understanding Early Modern Primary Sources is an introduction to the rich treasury of source material available to students of early modern history. During this period, political development, economic, social, and religious change, rising literacy levels, and the success of the printing press, ensured that the State, the Church and the people generated texts and objects on an unprecedented scale. This book introduces the sources that survive from this period, seven key categories of sources, 'tackles the problem of how to approach them', is an essential starting point for all students of this material, including governmental, ecclesiastical and legal records, diaries and literary works, print, and visual and material sources. Each chapter addresses how different types of material were produced, whilst also pointing readers towards the most important and accessible physical and digital source collections. Part II, 'Histories', takes a thematic approach. Each chapter in this section explores the sources that are used to address major early modern themes, including political and popular cultures, the economy, science, religion, gender and warfare, and part exploration. This collection of essays by leading historians in their respective fields showcases how practitioners research the early modern period, and is an invaluable resource for any student embarking on their studies of the early modern period. A History of Christianity examines the development of Christianity from its biblical foundations to modern times. While seeking to be comprehensive, historian Joseph Earley Jr. centers on key events, people, theological developments, and conflicts that have shaped Christianity over its two thousand year history. He also presents the development of Christianity within the social, political, and economic challenges of the times. In doing so, he paints a clear, detailed, and balanced picture of the opportunities and struggles faced by the church and the contributions made by significant people, nations, and traditions. A History of Christianity is an ideal introductory survey for undergraduate students and any reader who desires to know more about the broad scope of Christianity. History has long viewed French Protestants as Calvinists. Refusing to kiss the slipper re-examines the Reformation in francophone Europe, presenting for the first time the perspective of John Calvin’s evangelical enemies and revealing that the French Reformation was more complex and colorful than previously recognized. Michael Brueuning brings together a cast of Calvin’s opponents from various French-speaking territories to show that opposition to Calvinism was stronger and better organized than has been recognized. He examines individual opponents, such as Pierre Caroli, Jerome Bollec, Sebastian Castellis, Charles Du Moulin, and Jean Morely, but more importantly, he explores the anti-Calvinist networks that developed around such individuals. Each group had its own origins and agenda, but all agreed that Calvin’s claim to absolute religious authority too closely echoed the religious sovereignty of the pope. These f-often neglected opponents refused to offer such obedience-to kiss the papal slipper-arguing instead for open discussion of controversial doctrines. They believed Calvin’s self-appointed leadership undermined the bedrock principle of the Reformation that the faithful be allowed to challenge religious authorities. This book shows that the challenge posed by these groups shaped the way the Calvinists themselves developed and implemented_reform strategies. Brueuning’s work demonstrates that the breadth and strength of the anti-Calvinist network helps us to understand the traditionally putative “hidden” side of Calvinism’s development. Rediscovers the Reformation in Europe with this insightful and comprehensive new edition of a long-time favorite. Amongst the authoritative works covering the European Reformation, Carter Lindberg’s The European Reformation has stood the test of time. Widely used in classrooms around the world for over twenty-five years, the first two editions of the book were enjoyed and acclaimed by students and teachers alike. Now, the revised and updated Third Edition of The European Reformation continues the author’s work to sketch the various efforts to reform received expressions of faith and their social and political effects, both historical and modern. He has expanded his coverage of women in the
Reformations and added a chapter on reforms in East-Central Europe. Comprehensive covering all of Europe, The European Reformations provides an in-depth exploration of the Reformations’ effects on a wide variety of countries. The authors discuss: The late Middle Ages and the historical context in which the Reformations gained a foothold Martin Luther, the theological and pastoral responses to insecurity, and the theological implications of those responses The implementation of various versions of Luther's ideas in the German Reformation school of Church Martin Luther and “The Messiah’s” Reformation, Student and graduate students in courses on Reformation studies, history, religion, and theology, this edition of The European Reformations also belongs on the bookshelves of theological seminary students and anyone with a keen interest in the Reformation and its ongoing impact on faith and society.

This volume covers a period of major change that had a lasting impact on art, science, economics, political thought, and education. Rudolph W. Heinece examines the various positions taken by medieval church reformers, explores the effects of the leading reformer Martin Luther, and emphasizes how the reformations brought moral and doctrinal changes to Christianity, permanently altering the religious landscape, and then and now. This collection of primary sources brings together in one volume for students on documents for early modern Europe, as well as students in related fields such as literature and Renaissance studies. Religion and Society in Early Modern England is a thorough sourcebook covering interplay between religion, politics, society, and popular culture in the Tudor and Stuart periods. It covers the crucial topics of the Reformation through narratives, reports, literary works, orthodoxy and anabaptist religious writing, institutional church sources, and parliamentary proceedings. Helpful introductions put each of the sources in context and make this an accessible student text. A description of the course of the Protestant Revolution in the city from the 16th to the 18th centuries. The Reformation Theologians is the ideal introduction to the study of the sixteenth-century Reformations. It introduces the theological context, though, and contributions of theologians from this period, offering students and scholars an essential resource and insight. This comprehensive and lively book discusses all the major strands of Reformation thought and explores the work of a range of influential figures, including theologians and non-theologians, humanists, and laity, and men and women. The contributors to this volume are leading scholars in the field of historical and systematic theology. Accessibly structured, it covers the Humanist, Lutheran, Reformed, Roman Catholic, and “Radical” Theologians. An introductory chapter explores the interpretations of the Reformation and a concluding chapter explains the influence of Reformation theology on the modern period. The text also includes useful bibliographies and a glossary of technical terms.

The second edition of the Historical Dictionary of the Reformed Churches contains information on the major personalities, events, facts, movements, and beliefs of the Reformed churches. It also includes a detailed overview of Calvin's reformed theology that is an essential resource for undergraduate and graduate students in courses on Reformation studies, history, religion, and theology, this edition of The European Reformations also belongs on the bookshelves of theological seminary students and anyone with a keen interest in the Reformation and its ongoing impact on faith and society.
documents that shed light on the character, personalities, and events of that time and provides context, questions, and activities for successfully incorporating these documents into academic research and reading projects. A special section provides guidelines for better evaluating and understanding primary documents. Topics include late medieval religion, Martin Luther, reformation in Germany and the Peasants’ War, the rise of Calvinism, and the English Reformation. * Supports common core standards for English language arts/history and social studies by promoting critical thinking * Covers the people and events of the period in Germany, France, Italy, the British Isles, and elsewhere in Europe * Defines unfamiliar terms alongside of the documents that contain them * Features a chronology listing important dates and events pertaining to the Protestant Reformation * Exploring history 1400–1900: An anthology of primary sources reaches out to the reader across an expanse of 500 years. It offers a broad sweep of history and the acquaintance the book uniquely provides insights into the daily concerns and critical debates of the day, and the opportunity to engage with primary sources as tools for the knowledge creation and critical evaluation. It will be an essential companion to a wide range of courses in historical study and an engaging read for anyone interested in researching, reviewing or relating more closely to a rich historical past. For in that sleep of death what dreams may come? The end of life has never meant the extinction of hope. People perpetually have yearned for, and often been terrified by, continuance beyond the horizon of mortality. Ranging across time and space, Philip Almond here takes his readers on a remarkable journey to worlds both of torment and delight. He travels to the banks of the Styx, where Charon the grizzled boatman ferries a departing spirit across the river only if a gold obol is first placed for payment on the tongue of its corpse. He transports us to the legendary Isles of the Blessed, walks the hallowed ground of the Elysian Fields and plumbs the murky depths of Tartarus, primordial dungeon of the Titans. The pitiable souls of the damned are seen to clog the soil-filled caverns of Lucifer even as the elect ascend to Paradise. Including medieval fears for the fate of those consumed by cannibals, early modern ideas about the Last Day and modern scientific explorations of the domains of the dead, this first full treatment of the afterlife in Western thought evokes many rich imaginings of Heaven, Hell, Purgatory and Limbo. Jerald Bauer’s Westminster Dictionary of Church History was originally published in 1969 and has ably served an entire generation of pastors, students, and scholars over the last decades of the twentieth century. In recognition of both the dictionary’s age and the latest developments in patristics and other fields of study, Westminster John Knox Press commissioned this volume to continue in the previous work’s tradition by providing up-to-date and immediate, authoritative, and introductory definitions and explanations of the major personalities, events, facts, and movements in the history of Christianity. Volume One covers the early, medieval, and Reformation periods and contains nearly fourteen hundred articles written by more than two hundred contributors. Volume Two will cover the modern period, from 1700 on. Japanese philosophy is now a flourishing field with thriving societies, journals, and conferences dedicated to it around the world, made possible by an ever-increasing library of translations, books, and articles. The Oxford Handbook of Japanese Philosophy is a foundation-laying reference work that covers, in detail and depth, the entire span of this philosophical tradition, from ancient times to the present. It introduces and explains the most important topics, figures, schools, and texts from the history of philosophical thinking in premodern and modern Japan. Each chapter, written by a leading scholar in the field, clearly elucidates and critically engages with its topic in a manner that demonstrates its contemporary philosophical relevance. The Handbook opens with an extensive introductory chapter that addresses the multifaceted question, “What is Japanese Philosophy?” The first fourteen chapters cover the premodern history of Japanese philosophy, with sections dedicated to Shinto and the Synthetic Philosophical Thought,Philosophies of Japanese Buddhism, and Bushido. Next, seventeen chapters are devoted to Modern Japanese Philosophies. After a chapter on the initial encounter with and appropriation of Western philosophy in the late nineteenth century, this large section is divided into one subsection on the most well-known group of twentieth-century Japanese philosophers, The Kyoto School, and a second subsection on the no less significant array of Other Modern Japanese Philosophies. Rounding out the volume is a section on Pervasive Topics in Japanese Philosophical Thought, which covers areas such as philosophy of language, philosophy of nature, ethics, and aesthetics, spanning a range of schools and time periods. This volume will be an invaluable resource specifically to students and scholars of Japanese philosophy, as well as more generally to those interested in Asian and comparative philosophy and East Asian studies. This book presents the debates of the Reformation era through eighty primary sources. Early modern Protestant scholars closely engaged with Islamic thought in ways more than is usually recognized. Among Protestants, Lutheran scholars distinguished themselves as the most invested in the study of Islam and Muslim culture. Mehmet Karabela brings the neglected voices of post-Reformation theologians, primarily German Lutherans, into focus and reveals their rigorous engagement with Islamic thought. Inspired by a global history approach to religious thought, Islamic Thought Through Protestant Eyes offers new sources to broaden the conventional interpretation of the Reformation beyond a solely European Christian phenomenon. Based on previously unpublished dissertations, disputations, and academic works written in Latin in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Karabela analyzes three themes: Islam as theology and religion; Islamic philosophy and liberal arts; and Muslim sects (Sunni and Shi'a). This book provides analyses and translations of the Latin texts as well as brief biographies of the authors. These texts offer insight into the Protestant perception of Islamic thought for scholars of religious studies and Islamic studies as well as for general readers. Examining the influence of Islamic thought on the construction of the Protestant identity after the Reformation helps us to understand the role of Islam in the evolution of Christianity. Designed to accompany the survey text Early Modern England: 1485–1714, this updated and expanded Sourcebook brings together an impressive array of Tudor-Stuart documents and illustrations, as well as extensive bibliographies and research and discussion guides. New edition contains 50 new documents, more explanatory translations of the Latin texts as well as brief biographies of the authors. This collection of primary documents from Christian history spans the second to eighteenth centuries (Irenaeus to George Whitefield). Severson has chosen writings that all deal with the interpretation of the Parable of the Sheep and Goats (Matthew 25:31-46). Although deeply political, economic, and social, the European Reformation of the sixteenth century was at heart religious disputes over core Christian theological issues. Dennis Janz’s Reformation Reader is unabashed in its generous selection of key theological and related texts from five distinct Reformation sites. Along with plenty on the late-medieval background, the Lutheran, Calvinist Radical, English, and Catholic Reformations are all well-represented. Janz’s selection of more than 100 carefully edited primary documents captures the energy and momentum of that tumultuous time. The new edition incorporates a dozen readings by and about women in the Reformation, adds a new chapter on Thomas Müntzer and the Peasants’ War, and adds illuminating graphics. Copyright code: 2e24f7f3ab78542a9b52c5390ceebbd49